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Fig. 1. An example of destination recommendations on Booking.com website

Picking a destination is the first step of any trip planning. While some travelers have an exact destination in mind, others have
some degree of open-mindedness and can thus benefit from receiving destination recommendations. Online travel platforms often
actively recommend a wide variety of travel destinations to their customers; however, customers at different stages of trip planning
may expect different recommendations to serve different needs such as good alternative destinations or destinations for extending
a trip. This makes recommending a destination challenging, requiring a complex synthesis of available contextual data along with
consideration of a customer’s needs and the holistic user experience of receiving recommendations. At a technical level, destinations
also represent complex entities with ambiguous geographical properties and naming conventions. In this paper, we discuss the
technical and customer-centric challenges of building real-life destination recommendation systems. We supplement this by providing
applied solution examples from Booking.com, one of the world’s leading online travel platforms.

CCS Concepts: • Information systems → Personalization; Recommender systems.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Personalization, Travel, Recommender Systems

1 INTRODUCTION

Online travel platforms offer a vast variety of products that serve different needs of travelers. Such platforms often
rely on recommender systems [5] to assist various customer decisions, seeking to help narrow down diverse offerings
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by suggesting well-fit options in a personalized manner [24]. Picking a destination is a high-impact decision in trip
planning, affecting subsequent decisions about transportation, accommodations or things to do while travelling.

Choosing a travel destination is not a trivial task. Availability, information gaps, budget, timing, preferences and
even weather constraints introduce non-negligible complexity [19]. While some travelers have an exact destination in
mind, others have some degree of open-mindedness. Destination recommendations can help travelers navigate a vast
landscape of available options. However, customers are likely to benefit from destination recommendations differently
in different contexts. For example, the way in which destination recommendations can help someone who has not begun
travel planning ("I’m not even thinking about traveling yet") is not the same as someone who has a specific trip already
in mind ("I want to go to Barcelona"), and completely different for someone who is somewhere in-between ( "I just need
a break on the beach"). Because customers aren’t used to expressing their travel intent explicitly when interacting with
online travel platforms, destination recommendation systems need to be able to interpret a full spectrum using implicit
cues as inputs, including cues set by user context [22].

From a customer point of view, the choice of a travel destination can be viewed as a decision making problem,
where a single or multiple travel destinations are chosen out of a large but finite set of available alternatives [19, 20].
Destination recommendation systems may help addressing such decision-making problems by highlighting relevant
travel alternatives.

Recommending a destination thus requires a complex consideration of available context data [33], customer needs,
recommendation purpose, and holistic user experience [17]. Further, destination items themselves represent complex
entities with ambiguous geographical properties and naming conventions [15].

Recommending travel destinations therefore presents unique challenges including, but not limited to, continuous
cold-start [4], seasonality, and long time windows between an initial interaction and trip completion [39]. Moreover,
recommending destinations often requires a system to capture unique information about travel trends, trip preferences,
and timing [27], generally with limited context data to rely on [37]. These challenges necessitate employing sophisticated
modeling approaches, such as sequential learning [25, 26], combining different feature types within model [40, 45], and
introducing online adaptive algorithms [3]. Together with domain knowledge on travel behavior and destination geo-
properties, these methods can offer unique, tailored-made solutions to the challenge of destination recommendations.

This work provides an overview of the domain-specific challenges in building real-life destination recommendation
systems. We discuss the unique characteristics of travel recommendations and, in particular, destination selection. We
also explain the special context of customer interaction with such recommender systems and survey the complexity of
problems related to destination items and to mining travel patterns. We demonstrate modeling approaches alongside
engineering and user experience solutions to overcome these challenges, including by discussing a set of real, applied
recommender system production examples from Booking.com.

2 CHALLENGES

In this section, we focus on specific challenges that we have encountered while building a destination recommendation
systems.We break them down into three categories, according to their relationship to user travel patterns and interactions
with the recommender system (or lack thereof), destination characteristics, and customer behavior and needs.

2.1 Travel Patterns

Mining and understanding travel behavior patterns of users can surface critical challenges that exist in destination
recommendation systems.
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2.1.1 Continuous Cold Start.

One of the most discussed problems in industrial recommendation systems is the so-called ’Cold Start’ problem [38, 44].
During a cold start, a recommender system has little or no information at all about users or items, posing a high
difficulty in making accurate predictions for these users and items. Destination recommendation systems tend to suffer
from a Continuous Cold Start (CoCoS) problem [4], wherein sufficient information may be lacking even for known
users and/or items. Specifically, since travel tends to be infrequent (with most travellers booking trips once or twice
per year), even for already-existing customers, what is contextually relevant at present may be highly distinctive from
previous interactions. For customers who do travel more often, different trips still often have different purposes and
configurations. For instance, what is contextually relevant will differ for a family beach holiday versus a solo business
trip.

2.1.2 Trip Structure. Trips are often conceptualized in terms of travel to a single destination; travelers often go to
multiple destinations within a single trip, however. Unlike classical e-commerce platforms, a sequence of reservations
on an online travel platform often reflects a sequence of physical movement by a traveler. Take, for example, a multi-
destination vacation in Italy, as in Figure 2. The trip starts from Milan, then goes to Venice, Florence, Rome, Naples,
Reggio Calabria, and finishes in Palermo. The sequential order of destinations follows the geographical location of each
of the destination, and this sequential order is therefore more likely than alternative reshuffled sequences of the same
cities. This sequence will not necessarily be the proper fit for all travelers, however. The specific destinations selected
in building an itinerary can have varying dependencies, such as when a person is traveling, what sites or landmarks
they are aware of, and other personal travel preferences. A recommender system can help a customer extend their trip
by adding new destinations to their itinerary, but must do so in a way that accounts for these variances.

Milan
Venice

Florence

Rome

Naples

Reggio
Calabria

Palermo

Fig. 2. Example Multi-Destination-Trip in Italy
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2.1.3 Unique needs and preferences. A successful recommendation system needs to take into consideration the special
needs and preferences of its users. In the context of destination recommendation systems, there are several travel
requirements that have been traditionally neglected, such as accessibility [9], and that have been recently gaining
more importance, such as sustainability [8]. In some instances, these overlooked needs and preferences can actually be
strong enough as to act as a filtering mechanism for a customer. Hence, accounting for typically overlooked needs and
preferences can increase the quality of a recommendation system’s output [23].

2.2 Destinations

Destination recommender systems are further challenged by the complexity of the item set.

2.2.1 Geospatial Characteristics.

Not all destinations have the same set of characteristics, offering different things to see, do, and experience. Geospatial
differences are highly consequential for travel: beach destinations and ski destinations will gain or lose relevance during
different times of year, for example. This makes it essential for destination recommendations to be aware of geospatial
distinctions. For instance, if seeking to recommend an alternative to a beach destination, those recommendations should
be similarly beach-based.

To efficiently arrange geospatial information, traditional approaches rely on gazetteers, dictionaries of named locations
that are used to link unstructured data to geographic space. [1, 28]. Gazetteers pinpoint geo-identifiers, such as locally
relevant points-of-interest. While gazetteers provide a straightforward way of organising spatial data, they present
unclear boundaries and have no spatial scales. This can cause overlapping spatial units to confound recommendations,
with relevant items missing from the appropriate classes while inappropriately surfacing non-relevant ones. "New
York City" as a classification is an example of this; this classifier can be defined to include either Manhattan only or to
include all five of the city’s boroughs.

Fig. 3. Property locations in Tuscany (Italy), color-coded according to the gazetteer nomenclature. Beyond such artificial separations,
subjective factors influence a user’s perception of and preference for a given destination e.g. where Florence actually is?
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Further, a mismatch between destination and real location introduces noise in feature values which are used to classify
destination attributes (such as distance to certain points-of-interest, nearby destinations, etc). Figure 3 demonstrates
the challenge of recommending popular travel destinations in Tuscany, Italy. Given the absence of boundaries, property
assignment within the recommended destination is no longer just a data-driven decision. Rather, multiple subjective
factors such as the partner preference for a certain market, as well as the user’s perception of a destination, factor into
shaping the perception of where an item actually is.

Naming conventions further aggravate the issue. While properties’ locations may surface technical details about
locality names, customers often are interested in specific regions due to unique travel intentions. As an additional
example, while destination names likeMagny-le-Hongre or Bussy-Saint-Georges, may not be familiar for an international
traveler, recommending them as the Disneyland area in France will set the right context to the customers.

2.2.2 Availability.

An interesting challenge arises from the fact that destinations are not the final product being sold from an online
travel platform. For example, at Booking.com, a user chooses the destination in order to book an accommodation.
Therefore, a recommendation engine is required to ensure that there is sufficient inventory in the proposed destinations.
This becomes crucial in a scenario of large-scale batch recommendation such as marketing. For instance, emails with
recommendations sent to millions of subscribers through batch jobs can trigger millions of searches to destinations
with limited room capacity or poor inventory quality. Consequently, if availability is not taken into account, many
subscribers will end up landing on the website on destinations with few properties, or, even worse, with no available
accommodations for their dates of interest.

Furthermore, it is even more challenging to recommend destinations which have supply that is actually relevant for
the customer. To provide the best service for our customers and avoid bad user experience, it is not enough to have
sufficient availability of properties in a destination. Instead, there should be availability of "high quality" items, as
perceived by a particular guest’s preferences; namely, do the recommended destinations include sufficient number of
relevant properties, which users would be more interested in booking? The disruption to the travel industry caused by
COVID-19 further exacerbated a shift from quantity to quality, as a decrease in supply caused a focus on on quality
items [35].

2.2.3 Dynamic Environment and Constraints.

Creators of a destination recommender system also need to take into consideration the constantly changing nature of

Fig. 4. Dynamicity and constrains due to seasonal and special events: i) Left panel shows shift in demand due to COVID-19 in a small
village in Greece. ii) right panel shows demand in a European city hosting a major sporting event (May 2018), alternated to random
pattern trends after COVID-19 hit. The data are collected from Booking.com.
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the item set, influenced by two main categories of factors: dynamic factors, such as seasonality or special events, and
constraints, such as legal restrictions to travelling (e.g., due to COVID-19). An ideal system should be able to factor both
in accordingly, increasing recommendations of in-season items, while filtering out destinations for which travelling
is restricted. Among the first set of factors, seasonality plays a major role, leading to extreme high and low peaks
of demand [2]. The added complexity comes in understanding and incorporating the causal factors of these demand
fluctuations, such as weather conditions and public holidays. An example of a seasonal destination is shown in the left
panel of Figure 4, with the typical seasonal booking pattern of a top summer destination in a small Greek village. In
addition to seasonality, other special events might periodically or temporarily increase the demand of some destinations,
thereby throwing off recommendations. For example, in the right panel of Figure 4 the peak of May 2018 caused by the
football’s Champions league final in a major European city is plotted.

Moreover, dynamic constraints also play a critical role in destination recommendation. This is highlighted during
the pandemic of COVID-19, where traveler choices are restricted and constantly revised. The effect of COVID-19 is
shown in Figure 4 where the summer destination had a shift of almost two months for the in-season reservations in
2020 compared to the previous two years and the Champions league final hosting city had an arbitrary demand pattern
in 2020 compared to the previous two years.

2.3 Customer-centricity

To build an effective recommender system, it’s essential to look how users interact with an online travel platform and
what they expect from a destination recommendation - not only in terms of which recommendations are offered, but
also in how they are presented to them.

2.3.1 Matching Goal and Purpose.

Customers arrive at online travel platforms in different stages of their travel planning and booking process. In each
of these, customers have different most-relevant goals. The choice of a travel destination can be viewed as a decision
making processes in which the customer makes a choice of one or multiple destinations per trip, out of a finite set of
alternative destinations [20]. The customers’ travel destination decisions can be influenced by various factors such
as their own characteristics and travel planning demands or needs, the characteristics of the travel destinations, the
available set of destinations and the information the customer has available per destination [19]. The purpose of a
destination recommendation - or the meaning it will bring to a customer - will consequently differ per travel planning
stage.

We might, for instance, consider the following: A phase of discovery, in which customers are still collecting options
that might suit their travel. In this phase, a customer may have expressed only minimal intent to travel, for instance by
making an initial visiting the online travel platform. Here, the purpose of a recommendation would be to reinforce
travel intent and reduce friction to choose a destination.

Fig. 5. Multi-Destinations Trip extension recommendation bar
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Alternatives, is a phase of considerations in which a customer may be amenable to considering alternative destina-
tions that are potentially better-matched to them, perhaps because their first choice of destination was not available or
did not fit their budget. Here, the purpose of a recommendation is to surface alternative destinations that the customer
is likely to view as acceptable replacements for an original choice.

Another phase of considerations exists when a customer may have completed one booking in one destination but has
not yet completed the itinerary planning in full. Here, the purpose of a recommendation can be to help the customer
select the next, complementary destination to visit before or after the stay that was purchased (such as in Figure 5)

Correspondingly, an important challenge for the author of a destination recommender system becomes navigating
between a wide set of different system types, each of which has a purpose tailored to a specific travel planning goal.

2.3.2 The HOW is as Important as the WHAT.

How recommendations are presented on a page is often more important than the way they are generated. Copywriting,
design, and UI can be adapted to and optimized for different user needs. For instance, the fit of a recommendation
may only be understandable by the relevant information about it that is displayed (such as availability in Figure 8 or
thematic context in Figure 9). Distance from a searched location, ease of public transport connections, the number of
available accommodations, the average price of accommodation, or potential discounts may be relevant, but may also
provide information overload if all presented. Decisions about what information is relevant and in what context must
accordingly be considered.

3 SOLUTION APPROACHES

Following the above-mentioned challenges, this section demonstrates uniquely tailored approaches to serve destination
recommendation. We present applied examples of utilizing domain-specific knowledge, designing user experience and
specific modeling approaches for destination recommendation challenges.

3.1 Domain Knowledge

3.1.1 Cross Learning.

Given a wide catalogue of travel products (accommodations, flights, cars, taxis, attractions) we face a unique opportunity
to provide the users with the most relevant destination recommendations across these various products. Cross-learning
between travel product can be applied to mitigate the bias impact introduced by missing data on the user journey as well
as the Continuous Cold Start problem (subsubsection 2.1.1). We can utilize data from user interactions and bookings
of multiple products to infer user travel patterns on other, non-observed, behaviours and bookings and improve our
cross product recommendations. For example, by linking data from car rentals pick up airport agencies locations with
hotel bookings, we are able to learn about the potential airport catchment areas and apply these areas as basis for a
flight-destination recommendation (see more details in subsubsection 3.1.3).

3.1.2 Dealing with Dynamic and Supply Constraints.

An example of dealing with supply constraints in destination recommendation, given dynamic properties of the
destinations set itself (as discussed in subsubsection 2.2.3) can be seen in our featured "domestic trending destinations"
recommender. This system is able to provide tailored recommendations by leveraging items from a near-past window
to leverage recent and seasonal information. Moreover, this solution is agnostic to a destination type; customers choose
from a pool of recommendations ranging from entire regions to small islands, which partially solves supply constraints.
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Finally, to adapt with disrupted travels due to COVID-19 restrictions we retrained our model on destinations within a
fixed maximum distance and introduced hard constraints online to retrieve only destinations within the same country.

Another aspect of supply-constraint challenges, related to hotel properties availability (see subsubsection 2.2.2), can
be addressed by factoring in such constraints directly in the modelling process. This can be done by first identifying
and measuring the accommodation supply "quality" of destinations. A proposed potential metric for supply quality
considers the proportion of availability of top properties, out of the total availability of properties within an area. This
allows measuring the optimal level and mix of the supply, and its relevance to the user, instead of just the quantity. 1

Integrating this metric as part of the recommender model can better reflect supply-limited nature of travel destinations,
and set a hard constraint for avoiding recommending destinations that have poor quality availability or are sold out.

3.1.3 Exploiting Geographical Knowledge.

To address geo-data related challenges we experimented with several solutions. As a general solution we leveraged
industry-adopted standards such as spatial indexes. These are a class of space-partioning algorithms that allow us to
efficiently query items at a global scale, but also serve as basis (e.g. aggregational units) for analytical tasks [7]. On top
of this framework we built custom solutions. A prime example of it is our destination recommendation in flights, which
can be divided roughly into three main cases - recommendation for booking flight destinations, recommendation for
flights relevant origin airport given users’ geo-location,2 and a recommendation for travel destinations for users who
have already booked a flight. In all cases, a main challenge is recommending a travel airport and destinations in the
area served by the airport, which requires understanding the geographical extent of the recommended class.

Fig. 6. Delineation of main city-level IATA code catchment areas for destination recommendation classes in Italy

1Calculating and evaluating this metric could consider additional dimensions such as the supply quality within specific travel dates, and over stated user
preferences such as hotel or room attributes filtering.
2Recommending origin airports is important for air travellers. The importance of recommending the relevant origin airport is crucial given seasonal
activity of airports and carrier-routes, and particularly given fast changes in travel restrictions (which create a barrier for crossing borders to get to an
airport, which is common in many parts of Europe).
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Flights users choose airports as destinations, but airports themselves are only a stop in the traveller’s journey
before reaching their destinations. For this reason, it’s important to understand how travel destinations are linked with
airport by delineating catchment areas.3 To classify destinations to service airports area we followed several modeling
approaches. The obtained catchment areas (see an example of main Italy airports in Figure 6) are then used to group
destinations into classes for recommending destinations for flights users:
Flights travel patterns data and Cross-learning between travel products. Airport catchment areas can be iden-
tified by linking flight user-searches data to identified geo-location. Additionally, service areas can also be delineated by
applying cross-learning from other travel products. One example for this is by making use of data on users’ rental cars
airport pick-up location, and link it to data on their chosen travel destination (hotel bookings).
Gravity model approach. Given low data availability, a simple non-constrained gravity model approach for modeling
spatial interaction [21, 29, 32] can link travel destinations to the most relevant service airport. The links’ "strength" is
positively related to airport traffic, and negatively related to travel costs to destinations (proxied by travel distance),
national border crossing and geo-barriers.

3.2 Design and User Experience

UX and UI choices are key for the success of recommender systems. Rapid and iterative experimentation for both ML
and UX are crucial for reaching impactful solutions.

3.2.1 Adapting UI according to Customer Needs.

When a customer first comes to a travel platform, there is little context or user history to use for modeling. The
subsequently generic recommendations can be made more tailored as user interactions progress. At Booking.com,
for instance, a searched or clicked recommendation on the main landing page becomes a seed to adapt the next
recommendations shown, even within the same session, as illustrated on Figure 7.

Fig. 7. An example flow of recommendations refinement after a single customer search interaction with the website

UI optimizations, moreover, can more seamlessly integrate recommendations with other useful tools to assist with
where the customer is in their planning process. As an example, Booking.com ties destination recommendations to
recent searches, allowing users to easily either revisit a previously search or explore another recommended destination.

Booking.com also modifies the displayed destination recommendation in search results, depending on the level of a
search and the number of results available for the search. For customers predicted to still be making destination-level
decisions, as indicated by searching at the region level, the layout of the page gives higher priority to the destination

3Airport coverage areas can often overlap (a single travel destination can be served by multiple "competing" airports). This means that in this context a
travel destination can be included in more than one recommendation classes.
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Fig. 8. Additional destination information within a recommendation element

recommendations by putting them on top. On the other hand, customers looking for a defined city will see destination
recommendations at the bottom of the page.

As mentioned in subsubsection 2.3.2, what complementary information displayed with the destination recommen-
dation is important, especially for customers looking for suitable alternatives or for next destination to extend their
trip. Figure 8 shows an enhanced version of destination recommendation. Adding relevant information about the
recommended destination (such as the main reasons to visit or number of accommodations available) and providing
a direct link to view accommodations in a recommended destination brought significant improvement on business
metrics. Destination recommendations also change over time in their relevance, and so recommender systems also
need to consider how and when to renew and to discard recommendations for instance after the customer searched
or booked the recommended destination. Here, there is also rationale for providing users a direct interaction with
recommendations, such as by allowing them to discard inadequate recommendations.

3.2.2 Leveraging Themes to Recommend Destinations.

In some instances, an initial user input can help to provide a better destination recommendation. At Booking.com,
we’ve found this to be particularly useful for customers who know a region they’d like to visit, but not specific towns
or cities within that region. By utilizing reviews and other user generated data, together with accommodations and
room amenities to score and match destinations and accommodations, we enabled customers to narrow their search

Fig. 9. Example of thematic trip recommendations for Tuscany.
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according to themes, such as beach, nature, spa or relaxation, as displayed in Figure 9. The applied themes were selected
by relying on user research and data analysis to understand growing trends. Available themes can grow and/or adapt as
customers behavior and preferences continue to be analytically observed - as was relevant during the COVID-19 period.
Personalizing the themes and/or the destinations within, generates a unique recommendation per each customer. This
can also consider each traveller’s unique needs, as discussed in subsubsection 2.1.3.

3.3 Modeling Approaches

While many of the challenges in destination recommendation are addressed by designing the right user experience and
better understanding of the recommended items, some of the patterns in the travel data can be addressed with unique
modeling techniques. Here we present how adaptive online models and sequential learning models help to provide
more relevant recommendations.

3.3.1 Multi-Armed Bandits Modeling. Recommendations can be naturally formulated as a multi-armed bandits prob-
lem [10, 46]. These algorithms balance between exploration of items with low confidence estimates and exploitation of
items with high confidence, with user feedback constantly fed into the model and updating the model parameters. In
destination recommendation, we select an arm (destination) and observe its specified reward. A main advantage of this
approach over models built on historical data, is that the latter tend to recommend very popular destinations and thus
suffer from limited diversity. Moreover, these models are trained on historical reservation data which are not directly
caused by our interventions and may introduce bias. Setting up the framework for a successful bandit is not trivial
and at Booking.com we have deployed bandits is several parts of our business [3]. Here we list key challenges that we
identified in the context of destination recommendation in email marketing campaigns:

• Reward definition. Our goal is to help subscribers complete their booking and therefore, the obvious reward
for this bandit is the booking itself. However, attributing which bookings are a result of our intervention is not
trivial. The reason for this is that the customer journey is not always linear, i.e. [Search→ Open email→ Click on

recommendation→ Book recommendation]. In fact, our subscribers might open the email, see the recommendations
and complete their booking without landing on the website by clicking in any of them. Furthermore, they might
click on a recommendation that they like, start browsing and then book another destination.

• Delayed feedback. In many cases the feedback/reward is not (or cannot be) reported immediately [39]. The
subscribers don’t always interact with our emails immediately after receiving them.

• Off-policy updates.As a result of the delayed feedback, online learning is infeasible and thus, off-policy learning
techniques have to be employed.

• Multiple recommendations - Slates. Recommendations usually come as slates [18] instead of single items.
We recommend hundreds of thousands destinations and consequently, the set of possible slate is enormous.

• Productionization. Sending millions of emails means that we have to get millions of predictions from our
models, which makes efficiency a critical factor. In stochastic policies, we have to add another layer of complexity
which comes from sampling (without replacement) from the output of our models.

Our email recommendations are built using an internal feedback-loop bandits platform [3], supporting large scale,
distributed online learning. The architecture of our recommendation platform is shown in Figure 10. This platform
(predictions and feedback tracking box in Figure 10) keeps track of all user interaction data, such as the destinations in
the emails (recommendation model’s predictions), the features used to get the predictions, and the interactions with
each recommended item/destination. Our model is based on the top-k off-policy approach presented in [11], tailored to
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Fig. 10. Recommendation platform architecture

our business needs. We selected clicks to be the reward which, although a proxy to our original goal, is more direct and
less sparse than bookings. Clicks are collected over a period of three days after sending each email.

Given a set of features 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝑑 for a subscriber, the model and policy produce a probability distribution over the
𝑁 possible destinations (arms) 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑝 (𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . , 𝑎𝑁 |𝑥), which in our case is DNN with a softmax output. Similar to
[11], we used Boltzmann exploration in order to maintain good training data for our policy. In order to generate
𝑘 recommendation, one has to sample 𝐾 >> 𝑘 items from a categorical distribution parametrized by the model’s
output 𝑝 (·|𝑥), and then filter out duplicate destinations. In order to avoid sampling with replacement, we employed the
Topk-Gumbel-Trick [34]. Using this trick we add Gumbel noise to the log probabilities and select the top-k outputs,
i.e. 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑘 {𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝 (·|𝑥)) + 𝑔 ∼ G(0, 1)}. This modeling led us to improve the efficiency of our recommendation engine.
Our model is periodically updated using the reward received over the last few days. As mentioned before, the feedback
is delayed, which means that the policy which is optimised in every iteration might deviate from the logging policy,
which produced the feedback used for training in the iteration in hand. Similar to the original paper [11], we use inverse
propensity scoring, where the propensities are stored along with the feedback by the system.

3.3.2 Sequence Modeling.

Many types of recommendations problems can be naturally viewed as sequence extension problems. A classic example
is a language model offering real-time next word recommendations while typing. Similarly, when recommending a
travel destination, it is reasonable to expect that not only the set of previously booked destinations, but also their
exact order would be a useful input for making the next destination prediction (see subsubsection 2.1.2). One of the
recommendation problems that we try to solve, called the multi-destination trips problem, is when we have information
about the beginning of the trip and we want to suggest a trip extension (Figure 5). Recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
including their gated variants (e.g. LSTM, GRU) are commonly used for such sequence completion tasks. In general,
sequential models have rapidly adopted in the field of recommendation systems [12, 36, 42, 47].

The problem becomes more complex if we want to personalize our recommendations. For example, if we want to
recommend where to go next after visiting Amsterdam and London, the recommendation for a user from Japan might
differ from a user from Germany. Recent studies show how to use contextual data in a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
based recommender system [6, 40] and combine the recurrent part within a complex architecture. Going back to our
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Fig. 11. Concatenating features embedding to the main token embedding

multi-destination problem, in order to get a better recommendation, in addition to past bookings, we can use features
such as user country, lengths of stay, season or accommodation type. A popular and straightforward approach for
merging item and features embeddings is simply by concatenating them (as shown in Figure 11).

In a general, "where to go next" recommendation, which is not necessarily within a trip, we may use any user’s
historical interactions, including searches and his bookings. To distinguish between searches and bookings, we concate-
nate an identifier feature to each destination embedding before passing it to the network. Another important feature
we add, similar to Latent Cross [6], is the days difference between each of the items that a user has searched or booked.
We observed that, a recommendation for a user that lastly booked only a few months ago would be more generic and
"popular", while a user with an up-to-date booking would be recommended a destination nearby the last booking.

Another useful approach is the Wide and Deep framework [13]. It allows a joint training of wide linear models and
deep neural networks. The framework combines the benefits of memorisation and generalisation for recommender

Fig. 12. Wide and Deep Architecture
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systems. Our architecture (Figure 12) includes three main components: wide, deep and sequential (contextual RNN).
However, modeling the problem with a generic, deep-learning solution, bring additional challenges:

• High cardinality. In Booking.com we recommend hundreds of thousands of destinations. To deal with the
high cardinality space of the destinations, we map the long tail low-frequency destinations to an unknown token

during the training. Then during prediction, the unknown destinations are replaced in an offline manner, based
on geographical proximity.

• Different space of recommendations. Some situations require predictions in an output space which is dif-
ferent from the input space, we may want to recommend a country to visit next based on the user’s past
history of accommodation bookings. We may instead want to recommend other products of connected trip (i.e
attractions, flights, cars rental and taxis) based on past accommodation bookings. To address this, we set an
RNN Encoder→Decoder architecture, where the decoder can be set as simple as softmax regression in case of a
categorical prediction [6, 40].

• Not chronological sequences. Some customers perform reservations in an order that differs from the chrono-
logical order of the stays, which opens up a new challenge in the form of "gaps-filling". The missing part of the
trip is surrounded by two existing bookings, such as in Figure 5. We use RNN Encoder→Decoder, where the
sequence encoded with a mask on the gap, and the decoder filling-in the missing destination.

A recent Booking.com contest [25] conducted on the dataset of the multi-destination trip problem [26] provided
benchmark results for the recommendation problem and opened up an opportunity to explore various state-of-the-art
Machine Learning techniques. The best-performing team [45] achieved a 0.5939 score, providing a 30% improvement
compared to the median result. The solution put to use a blend of three different neural network architectures, using
XLNet Transformers [48], Gated Recurrent Units [14], and feed-forward networks with a shared Session-based Matrix
Factorization head (SMF). The authors discuss the superior performance of deep-learning based algorithms in the
challenge, compared to classical recommender approaches relying on their past experience [31]. The runner-up solution
is based on an Efficient Manifold Density Estimator (EMDE) for the recommendation task [16]. Other leading solutions
used various deep-learning and recommender techniques, including Transformers, LSTMnetworks [30, 49], LambdaRank
[41, 43], and further state-of-the-art recommender methods.

4 CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented a set of unique challenges in destination recommender systems, displaying the underlying
need for domain-specific approaches to resolve these challenges. These challenges are in the areas of both customer
context and unique data, modeling, and measurement properties. While the destination recommender systems can
benefit from the state-of-the-art recommender methods, it further requires unique and creative approaches for tailor-
made solutions. Resolving these challenges therefore calls for adaptation of classical recommender methods. The lessons
and solutions described here provide a first layer of applied insights for implementing destination recommendations in
real-life systems and lay a groundwork for further research in the field.
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